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MQWF) have been developed to facilitate the codification, tracking, and automation of various business and operations support processes. Most of the products’ build-time tools support the creation and maintenance of process instance templates (or workflow models) in support of process codification needs. These tools facilitate specifying the data flows and the control flows (e.g. conditional branches) between process activities (or workflow steps). The tools also facilitate specifying the dependencies between individual process activities and the resources (e.g. humans) supported by the WfMS’ workflow engine. At run-time, the workflow engine activates a process instance (or a workflow instance) for each workflow process execution request and drives the execution of the instance’s activities (a.k.a. activity instances) as per the process instance template associated with the request.



Abstract The competitiveness of the market place and the advent of on demand services computing are encouraging many organizations to improve their business efficiency and agility via business process management technologies. A lot of work has been done in process codification, tracking, and automation. However, a significant gap still remains between the way an organization’s codified processes execute and the organization’s business objectives such as maximizing profit with high-degree of customer satisfaction. This paper addresses this gap by proposing a process execution management (PEM) framework which enables continual optimization of workflow process executions based upon business value metrics such as SLA breach penalty, revenue, and customer satisfaction index. We have implemented the PEM framework based upon leading commercial products. We have also used the framework to develop two representative business performance management solutions for service quality management processes and application execution workflows. Our experimental results show that, when compared with a state-of-the-art commercial workflow product, our PEM system can reduce the loss of business value of a set of process execution requests by 67% on average.



Much work need be done in managing the execution of process instances in business terms such as maximizing profit without compromising customer satisfaction. In most WfMS products, a single active resource (generally a person or a software agent) is required to execute a process activity instance (via the implementation code associated with the activity). When a specific activity instance becomes ready to execute, it is added to the work lists of all of the qualified active resources, though one and only one of them is supposed to (and will be allowed to) execute the activity instance to its completion. The products do not provide the resources a good means of cooperatively handling their work lists with a common goal. If other IT resources (e.g. run-time software licenses) are required to execute the activity instance, the activity implementation code or the assigned active resource is responsible for discovering and acquiring those resources.



1. Introduction The competitiveness of the market place and the advent of on demand services computing are encouraging many organizations to improve their business efficiency and agility via business process management technologies. They are becoming increasingly aware of the value of their business processes as intellectual property and a key differentiator in the market. They recognize that “processes are the business” [1]. The introduction of workflow technology [2], which extracts the business process definition from the information technology (IT) implementation, was a major step in bringing together business and IT and greatly enhanced business agility.



The ability to manage and schedule the execution of process instances based upon business objectives is valuable across many IT application domains where the notion of flow is essential [3]. Examples include semiautomated loan approval workflows, IT service management processes [4], and application execution



Over 100 Workflow Management System (WfMS) products (e.g. IBM WebSphere MQ Workflow or
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the design rationale of the PEM framework. Section 3 presents our implementation of the PEM framework. Section 4 describes how PEM facilitates of the rapid development of two businessvalue-driven process execution optimization solutions. Section 5 compares the business performance of our PEM system with MQWF. Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes this paper.



flows (or application-flows) in Grid and on demand operating environments [5][6]. Although the importance of executing process instances based upon business objectives has been widely recognized [1], to the best of our knowledge, very few real systems that take into account this factor have been implemented and no application experiences with them have been reported. This paper proposes and reports our experiences with the PEM (Process Execution Management) framework that enables continual optimization of workflow process executions based upon business value metrics such as SLA breach penalty, revenue, and customer satisfaction index. In the framework, every process activity instance can be optionally associated with a business value function (BVF) whose value can change over wall-clock time. For example, a monolithic BVF can be associated with the final activity of a process instance such that the instance’s completion time can be related to an exposed profit loss amount. Moreover, the framework allows the BVFs of a process instance to be replaced at any time over the life of the instance. This feature enables a PEM system to adapt rapidly to unpredictable changes in the business process management environment and to continually optimize the business objectives of fulfilling all of the process execution requests in a robust manner. Finally, the framework enables controlled assignments of constrained people or IT resources to discrete process activity instances in support of the global optimization of business objectives at the process instance level.



2. PEM Framework Overview The PEM framework comprises of five components: Request Consolidator, PEM Controller, Workflow Engine, Process Activity Instance Scheduler, and Resource Manager. The main interactions among them are illustrated in Figure 1. When a process execution request is received by Request Consolidator, the request may or may not be associated with a BVF. Request Consolidator is in charge of processing all of the incoming requests and generating proper requests in a unified manner for PEM Controller, which requires that every process instance activation request is associated with at least one BVF. PEM Controller manages the execution status of incomplete process instances as well as their BVFs and metadata (such as the resource requirements of each process activity instance). PEM Controller also enforces the resource allocation and activity instance scheduling decisions made by Process Activity Instance Scheduler (or PAI Scheduler). Resource Manager keeps track of resource usage information and supports the resource management needs of PEM Controller and PAI Scheduler, including the active resources that are visible and manageable by Workflow Engine. Workflow Engine has the capabilities of common workflow engine products, and is ignorant of the BVFs of active process instances. The rest of this section presents further details on the components.



We have developed an implementation of the PEM framework as an integral component of two experimental research prototypes, addressing two different kinds of business and IT integration issues. One of them aims at helping an IT service provider to optimize its business objectives of fulfilling all of its service level agreement (SLA) contracts [7][8], which are widely used as a key mechanism for ensuring that business needs of managed IT services are satisfied. The other focuses on optimally scheduling application-flow execution requests in a Grid environment based upon the BVFs of the requests and the Grid’s resource sharing policies, especially those for sharing runtime software licenses.



Process Execution Requests Request Consolidator Requests + Business Values



We note that from the viewpoint of the PEM owner, the BVF generation scheme is an integral component of owner’s process execution management policy. The BVFs that we used in driving our work on PEM are monolithic step functions of wall-clock time. We think this form of BVFs is the most practical one based upon our analysis of more than 100 inter-organization SLA contracts and our customer engagement experiences. Our exploration of other forms of BVFs is beyond the scope of this paper.



PEM Controller



Process Instances



Process Instances + Business Values + Instance Metadata



Resource Manager



Workflow Engine



Process Activity Instance Scheduler



Figure 1. Overview of the PEM Framework.
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Request Consolidator Request Consolidator is primarily responsible for (1) maintaining information on all requests received and any consolidations or modifications made to the requests, (2) forwarding processed or consolidated requests with their BVFs to PEM Controller, (3) handling BVF change requests and sending consolidated BVF changes to PEM Controller, and (4) notifying the submitters of the status of their process execution requests. If a request is received without a BVF, Request Consolidator creates at least one BVF for it as per the configured BVF generation policies (which, for example, can be derived from inter-organization SLA contracts). When multiple instances of PEM exist, a Request Consolidator instance of one PEM can forward an incoming request to the Request Consolidator instance of another PEM and forward the results sent back from that instance to the request submitter.



Workflow Engine The Workflow Engine component performs the functions of most conventional workflow engine products such as creating, starting, monitoring, suspending, resuming, and deleting process instances; supporting manual and automated activities; and allowing transfer of activity instances between active resources. Process Activity Instance Scheduler In the PEM framework, the business policies of fulfilling process execution requests are implemented mainly by PAI Scheduler. The scheduler assigns available and presumably constrained resources to the process instance activities that are ready to execute. Every resource-toactivity assignment decision affects the execution order of the ready-to-execute activity instances and reflects the relative importance of the activity instances (as well as the owning process instances) at a moment in time. Since the relative importance is determined based upon the BVFs of the process instances, the PAI Scheduler enables the PEM owner to quantify its business process performance optimization objectives using measurable business value metrics and to achieve the objectives adhering to resource allocation constraints and quality management commitments.



When and how Request Consolidator handles incoming requests are assumed to be determined by the owning organization’s business policies. For example, an organization can have a business policy that states: if multiple requests for restarting a specific shared server are received within a one-minute interval, those requests should be consolidated into a single request with a BVF that is the sum of the BVFs of the individual requests. The policies can also weight the BVFs of incoming requests based upon department or project IDs. When the BVFs of an incomplete request changes, Request Consolidator must propagate the change to the rest of the system. The changes can be triggered, for example, in accordance with SLA compliance evaluation rules, customer relationship management policies, or new BVF generation and consolidation schemes.



Resource Manager Resource Manager maintains resource availability and capability information, which can be accessed indirectly through PEM Controller. In a PEM system, a resource Manager instance can be accessed directly, for example, from within a PAI Scheduler instance.



3. An Implementation of the PEM Framework Our implementation of the PEM framework is coded in Java. It runs as a J2EE application in WebSphere and can communicate with other service systems using the Web Services API. The PEM system (1) supports thirdparty workflow engines, PAI schedulers, and resource managers; (2) facilitates the creation of PAI schedulers; and (3) leverages conventional workflow engines’ buildtime and run-time support for workflow modeling.



PEM Controller PEM Controller maintains status on all process execution requests received from Request Consolidator. It is the hub in the framework and coordinates the execution of other PEM components. It also manages and exploits the metadata about process instances such as the BVFs of a process instance, estimated execution time of a process activity instance, and special resource requirements of a process activity instance.



Supporting third-party modules not only assures the extensibility of the system, but also facilitates evolving it via new state-of-the-art third-party products. Facilitating the creation of PAI schedulers is important because it is likely that different organizations want to use different business value metrics and resource allocation policies when they formulate their measurable business goals of managing the execution of their processes. The buildtime and run-time workflow modeling data that can be supported by conventional workflow engines must be integrated well with the PEM system’s workflow modeling data to ensure the robustness and cost-



In a PEM system, the implementation of PEM Controller must integrate at least one Workflow Engine instance, at least one PAI Scheduler instance, and at least one Resource Manager instance (whose functions can be provided by the Workflow Engine instance in use if appropriate). Our current implementation of PEM, for example, defines component-specific adapters to assure the implementation’s extensibility and support for component instance heterogeneity.
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effectiveness of the system. The rest of this section presents further details on our implementation of the PEM framework.



Module WEAdapter assumes that the associated workflow engine product provides a mechanism for controlling the start of a process instance activity. It also assumes that the product maintains and provides current state and history of process instances.



Code Extensibility Support via Plug-ins Figure 2 depicts the main modules of the PEM system. The figure shows that module RequestConsolidator implements the functions of Request Consolidator. The Web Services interface of the system is implemented by this module.



Request Consolidator



Resource Manager



RequestConsolidator



RMAdapter



Module RMAdapter assumes that the associated resource manager maintains the availability and skill data on human users and the availability and capacity data on software agents. We have implemented a PEM Resource Manager using IBM Lotus Domino database and made it accessible through RMAdapter. The Domino database can also be accessed from within a PEM scheduler without going through PEMController. ModelTransformer and SchedulerAdapter modules assist PEMController module in driving the



PEMController



execution of an implementation of PAI Scheduler. The PEM system does not require the scheduler in use to maintain any persistent data for PEMController.



PEM Controller ModelTransformer WEAdapter



Two-Level Adapters for Process Activity Instance Scheduling Modules The main difference between ModelTransformer and SchedulerAdapter is that SchedulerAdapter provides a chain precedence model of the remaining activity instances that will likely be executed to complete the execution of the owning process instance; a much simpler model than the one with which a ModelTransformer implementer needs to deal. The SchedulerAdapter makes it possible to have a common workflow transformation layer for several different chain-precedence-model based process activity instance schedulers.



SchedulerAdapter Workflow Engine



Process Activity Instance Scheduler



Figure 2. Code Modules of our PEM implementation. Module PEMController implements the functions of PEM Controller. The module uses three types of plug-in adapters to interface to the workflow engines, the resource managers, and the process activity instance schedulers in use. One adapter is needed for each of the components. One common API is defined for each type of the adaptors to hide the implementation details of the components from the module. For example, every workflow engine adapter must support the interface WEAdapter defines.



The value of the workflow transformation service can be appreciated from several perspectives. First, the problem of optimally scheduling the predicted remaining activity instances already belongs to a class of so-called NP (Nondeterministic Polynomial) hard mathematical problem, for which exact solutions are essentially intractable [9][10]. Developing good heuristics for this problem might already be rewarding in practice. Second, it is easier to implement and maintain chain-precedencemodel based process/activity scheduling algorithms. Third, it facilitates leveraging existing process/activity (or job/task) schedulers that are not ignorant of the nature of generic workflow models (e.g. the data flows, control flows, and resource assignment restrictions). From the viewpoint of SchedulerAdapter implementer, the transformer enables its implementation to support a larger and more realistic subset of workflow models without code changes.



The PEMController module is the core of the system. Its primary responsibilities include: • receiving consolidated process execution and BVF change requests from RequestConsolidator; • managing the BVFs of every process instance (each of which is associated with a process activity instance); • informing the appropriate schedulers the resource needs, expected execution times, and BVFs of active process instances; • monitoring the progress of all managed process instances in the workflow engines in use and feed that information to the appropriate schedulers; • assigning managed resources to ready-to-execute activity instances as directed by the schedulers in use and start the execution of those activity instances; and • reporting completion of process instances back to the associated RequestConsolidator module.
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SLA Management Solution Prototype The SLA management solution prototype was developed in the context of quality-assured on demand storage provisioning. A customer could sign an SLA contract for a fixed amount of storage which would be increased in some fixed increment as needed up to some maximum. The customer was charged for only the storage requested and had a guaranteed level of service quality on the effectiveness and efficiency of the deployed incremental storage provisioning process (e.g. 97% of requests for additional storage during the course of a month will be fulfilled within 1 hour or a penalty of 15% of the monthly service charge will be credited).



Build-time and Run-time Model Extensions We have developed a run-time workflow model transformer that dynamically creates a chain precedence model for every active process instance for the SchedulerAdapter module. This transformation is possible only for processes that satisfy certain restrictions. For example, the build-time workflow model (a.k.a. process instance template) must be annotated with metadata on the expected execution time for key activities and on the control flow links that can be ignored from the viewpoint of resource management. Before a managed process instance template is deployed, a process analysis step is used to capture the template specification details needed at run-time. In order to maximize the value of the transformer, we have developed several build-time guidelines for annotating the process instance templates [10] such as a sub-process or block activity must be flagged as ‘transparent’ if any of its activities require resource scheduling.



In this solution prototype, the SLA terms along with the customer’s month to date history for such requests were used to associate a BVF for each of the customer’s incremental storage provisioning requests. The BVF in this case is an exposed penalty function based upon request fulfillment time. The PEM system was set up using (1) MQWF as the workflow engine, (2) a scheduler which assigns a group of constrained resources (such as the needed service personnel or software agents) in a just-in-time manner with the goal of continually minimizing the exposed business impact of SLA noncompliance, and (3) an IBM Lotus Domino database which provided availability and skill/capacity information for the needed active resources. Using the PEM framework enables the solution prototype to automate the prioritization and management of discrete storage provisioning tasks at the provisioning process level according to the resource needs of each task and the business objectives of fulfilling the processes.



The PEM system includes several modules to support the needed workflow model extensions at run-time. It includes Process, Activity, Link, and Resource modules to import the process instance template data that the PEM system needs. It includes Job and Task modules to support the system’s needs of modeling and managing active process instances and remaining activity instances. The Impact module is used to manage the BVFs of process instances and the relationships between the functions and active activity instances. Finally, it uses Commonality and Simultaneity modules to support a couple of resource-to-activity assignment constraints. The Commonality module supports the need of using a specific resource to perform several activities in a process instance once that resource is assigned to one of those activities. The Simultaneity module prevents some activity instances from being executed simultaneously.



Application-Flow Execution Management Prototype The application-flow execution management prototype was developed in a Grid resource sharing environment, in which shareable IT resources include run-time software licenses and servers. All of the applications used in this prototype are assumed to be license-enabled and each of them must be granted with adequate run-time software licenses in order to activate its functional capabilities (or features) in a specific execution session.



4. Application Experiences with PEM We have used the PEM framework to develop a couple of process-centric solution prototypes to demonstrate how to manage IT resources in business terms. One of them aims at bridging the gap between the business goals of SLA management and the common practices of executing IT processes as discrete service quality management tasks [10]. The other addresses the gap between the business goals of fulfilling application-flow execution requests and the common approaches to scheduling the allocation of IT resources (e.g. processors, storage, and software licenses) based upon IT-centric metrics such as system throughput, averaged application response time, and resource utilization rates.



For this solution prototype, an SLA-based BVF generator is used to generate a BVF for each of the application workflow execution requests. The PEM system uses a license-aware scheduler to make resource assignment and application dispatch decisions based upon the BVFs of active application workflows. Resource availability information on software licenses is obtained directly by the scheduler from a virtual license server which monitored the use of physical licenses in the environment at a higher level of abstraction of licenses. MQWF is used as the workflow engine,
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supporting the specification and execution management of the requests. Using the PEM system to manage the execution of application-flows ensures that dependent constrained resources (e.g. software licenses, application code, and servers) are managed efficiently in a manner consistent with the organization’s business policies and objectives of using the shareable IT resources.



$50, 20 $100], [10 $10, 20 $20, 40 $30], and [15 $5, 30 $10, 60 $15], respectively, where a data pair (5, $25) in the bracket means that missing the request’s completion time target by 5 minutes incurs a penalty of $25. Intuitively, gold requests have higher business values than silver requests, which in turn have higher business values than bronze requests.



5. Business Performance Evaluation



We compare several different configurations of our system. The baseline is an MQWF engine without any PEM components. The workload driver directly sends requests to the workflow engine and we measure the resulted performance metrics such as business impact and request fulfillment time. For the complete PEM system, we experiment with several plug-in schedulers, including first come first serve (FCFS), earliest penalty time (EPT), maximum penalty rate (MPR), and our smart continuous optimizer (SCO). Intuitively, the EPT scheduler gives priority to requests closest to their next penalty point; the MPR scheduler gives priority to requests whose next penalty point has the steepest rate. The rate is defined as the penalty at the next penalty point minus the penalty at the current time and then divided by the time duration between the current time and the next penalty point.



This section compares the business performance of our MQWF-based implementation of the PEM framework with a bare MQWF. Synthetic workloads are used to quantify the benefits versus costs trade-off of the added components in the PEM system such as a PAI scheduler. In addition to the PEM system, we implemented a workload generator to create synthetic process execution requests that follow a Poisson distribution. The generated workloads are saved into files and reused later to ensure that the systems under comparison receive and process the same sequence of requests. The process instance template used for the evaluation is depicted in Figure 3. The process consists of three activities: TaskA, TaskB, and TaskC. TaskA and TaskC require constrained resources of which there are 10 available in the evaluation setup. The resources required by TaskB are not managed by the PEM system. The execution time of their instances is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean equal to one minute and a standard deviation equal to 0.03.



Figure 3. The process instance template used for evaluating the business performance of PEM.



Our SCO scheduler is the most sophisticated one among all. It is event-driven, responding synchronously to each event arrival with a (possibly empty) list of new preemptive and/or non-preemptive assignments, followed by an acknowledgement that the list of assignments has been completed. It employs a greedy scheduling heuristic to quickly respond to unexpected scheduling requests, and a randomized scheduling heuristic to continually seek for the best resource assignment decisions for the anticipated scheduling events. The what-if analyses it performs in continually searching for better resource assignment decisions take into account all of the penalty functions associated with all of the incomplete activity instances. Further details on the SCO scheduler are available in [10].



In all experiments, process execution request arrivals follow a Poisson distribution with an average of 20 requests arriving per minute. A total of 100 requests are submitted in each test run and it takes about half an hour to fulfill all 100 requests. Although the process instance template for all of the requests is the same, different requests may be associated with different BVFs. More specifically, requests are classified into three categories: gold, silver, and bronze. Each category is associated with a different penalty function based upon the request fulfillment time (or the activity instance completion time of TaskC). The penalty functions for gold, silver, and bronze requests are concisely represented as [5 $25, 10



Figure 4 plots the penalty incurred by different systems. Compared with the MQWF, the PEM system can reduce the penalty by as high as 67% (using the SCO scheduler) despite that the PEM system incurs extra overhead atop MQWF in processing the requests. When the PEM system uses a simple FCFS scheduler, its penalty is 17% higher than that of the MQWF because MQWF is effectively a FCFS scheduler. The overhead incurred by the PEM-FIFO components delays the fulfillment completion time for the requests and hence increases the probability of incurring a penalty. We believe that further tuning can substantially reduce the run-time overhead incurred by the PEM components.
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Figure 5 compares the penalty for individual requests when running the MQWF alone versus the PEM system with the SCO scheduler. Each data point represents a request and there are 100 requests in total. Because the system is heavily overloaded in the test, both MQWF and PEM incur penalty for some requests. Among the 100 requests fulfilled, MQWF incurs penalty for 50 requests while PEM incurs penalty for 47 requests. The even bigger difference lies in the amount of penalty they incur. The average penalty that MQWF pays for those penalized requests is $23.3, while the average penalty that PEM pays is only $8.3. Except for one request, the penalty for individual requests in PEM is lower than or equal to $10. By contrast the penalty for many requests in MQWF is as high as $50. These differences demonstrate the fundamental reasons why PEM helps maximizing the business performance of an organization. In this case, it is not because PEM can avoid paying penalty when the system is overloaded; rather, it is because PEM can selectively fulfill high value requests such that it pays less amount of penalty.
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Figure 5. Penalty for individual requests (MQWF vs. PEM with the SCO scheduler).
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Figure 6. Request fulfillment time for individual requests (MQWF vs. PEM with the SCO scheduler).
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Figure 4. Comparing the penalty (loss of business value) incurred by MQWF and PEM-based systems.



6. Related Work Our work is most relevant to workflow technologies and service oriented computing. Although many interesting solutions have been proposed in both fields, to the best of our knowledge, the PEM framework is the first business process management framework that enables continual optimization of the business performance of executing workflow processes adhering to resource usage constraints and quality management commitments in a dynamic service-oriented computing environment.



The PEM framework advocates optimizing business metrics rather than IT systems metrics such as response time or throughput. These different approaches could be at odds with each other. For example, the results shown in Figure 6 are from the same set of experiments that produced the results in Figure 5, except that Figure 6 shows the fulfillment time of each individual requests. The figure shows the fulfillment time of the requests in PEM is distributed quite randomly. By contrast, MQWF incurs long fulfillment time for requests that arrive late, because its ready-activity queue becomes longer and longer when the system is overloaded and MQWF uses FCFS internally. On average, the request fulfillment time in PEM is 46% longer that in MQWF. However, PEM reduces the total penalty by 67%.



The RuleBAM [11] business activities management framework aims at facilitating policy and rule based execution management of on demand business applications (e.g. supply chain applications). It does not cover the issues on modeling and continually optimizing the execution of workflow processes based upon business value metrics. Leymann et al. [12] explored the relationship between web services and business process management. The PEM framework can be used to manage processes which contain web services and uses
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web services itself. MacLaren et al. [13] proposed an SLA-based approach to scheduling workflows for Grid environments. Tangible research results of the effort are not available, and the proposal lacks the notion of BVF which is essential in optimizing business goals.



[2] Layna Fischer, ed., Workflow Handbook 2004, Future Strategies Inc. 2004.



Cao et al. [14] proposed a robust approach to enhancing the adaptability of a specific process instance by changing the instance’s workflow model. PEM can respond to changes in the workflow model. PEM also offers a good means of responding to unexpected requests that change a specific process instance’s BVF. This level of agility and flexibility is important in continuously optimizing the business goals in a changing business environment. A PEM system must keep track of active activity instances and be capable of transforming an active complex workflow model into a simple one as per its activity instance scheduler’s needs.



[4] ITIL – The Key to Managing IT Services, Office of Government Commerce, United Kingdom, 2002.



[3] Workflow Management Research Group, Global Grid Forum. http://www.isi.edu/~deelman/wfm-rg.



[5] J. Cao, S. Jarvis, S. Saini, and G. Nudd, “GridFlow: Workflow Management for Grid Computing,” 3rd International Symposium on Cluster Computing and the Grid, Tokyo, Japan, May 12-15, 2003. [6] DAGMan (Directed Acyclic Graph Manager), 2002. http://www.cs.wisc.edu/condor/dagman. [7] A. Hiles, The Complete IT Guide to Service Level Agreements - Matching Service Quality to Business Needs. Rothstein Associates Inc., 1999/2000.



7. Conclusions In the era of service-oriented on demand computing, it is important for a competitive organization to align its workflow process execution management approach with its business objectives. The PEM framework facilitates such alignment efforts via a novel approach to managing the use and lifecycle of business value functions (whose values can change over wall-clock time): • It facilitates continually optimizing the business objectives of managing the execution of process instances adhering to resource usage constraints and quality management commitments. • It facilitates creating a business process management system that can adapt rapidly to unpredictable changes in the process execution management environment and to continually optimize the business objectives of fulfilling all of the process execution requests in a robust manner. • It facilitates controlled assignments of constrained resources to discrete process activity instances in support of the global optimization of business objectives at the process instance level.



[8] ASPIC Best Practices Committee, A White Paper on Service Level Agreement, Application Service Provider Industry Consortium (ASPIC), November 2000. [9] Garey, M. and Johnson, D., Computers and Intractability, W.H. Freeman and Company, 1979. [10] M. J. Buco, R. N. Chang, L. Z. Luan, C. Ward, J. L. Wolf, P. S. Yu, “Utility Computing SLA Management Based Upon Business Objectives,” IBM Systems Journal, 43(1), 2004, pp. 159-178. [11] J.J. Jeng, David Flaxer, and Shubir Kapoor, “RuleBAM: A Rule-Based Framework for Business Activity Management,” In Proc. of IEEE Int. Conf. on Services Computing (SCC’04), pp. 262-270, 2004. [12] F. Leymann, D. Roller, and M.-T. Schmidt, “Web Services and Business Process Management,” IBM Systems Journal, 41(2), 2002, pp. 198-211.



We have validated the design and justified the technical feasibility of the PEM framework by developing two credible workflow process execution management solutions in the areas of service level management and Grid application-flow execution management. Our experimental results show that, when compared with a state-of-the-art commercial workflow product, our PEM system can reduce the loss of business value of a set of process execution requests by 67% on average.



[13] J. MacLaren, et al, “Towards Service Level Agreement Based Scheduling on the Grid,” ICAPS Workshop on Planning and Scheduling for Web and Grid Services, June 2004. [14] J. Cao, S. Zhang, M. Li, and J. Wang, “Verification of Dynamic Process Model Change to Support the Adaptive Workflow,” In Proc. of IEEE Int. Conf. on Services Computing (SCC’04), pp. 255-261, 2004.
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